Why Concatenation Fails Near the Anomaly Zone.
Genome-scale sequencing has been of great benefit in recovering species trees but has not provided final answers. Despite the rapid accumulation of molecular sequences, resolving short and deep branches of the tree of life has remained a challenge and has prompted the development of new strategies that can make the best use of available data. One such strategy-the concatenation of gene alignments-can be successful when coupled with many tree estimation methods, but has also been shown to fail when there are high levels of incomplete lineage sorting. Here, we focus on the failure of likelihood-based methods in retrieving a rooted, asymmetric four-taxon species tree from concatenated data when the species tree is in or near the anomaly zone-a region of parameter space where the most common gene tree does not match the species tree because of incomplete lineage sorting. First, we use coalescent theory to prove that most informative sites will support the species tree in the anomaly zone, and that as a consequence maximum-parsimony succeeds in recovering the species tree from concatenated data. We further show that maximum-likelihood tree estimation from concatenated data fails both inside and outside the anomaly zone, and that this failure cannot be easily predicted from the topology of the most common gene tree. We demonstrate that likelihood-based methods often fail in a region partially overlapping the anomaly zone, likely because of the lower relative cost of substitutions on discordant gene tree branches that are absent from the species tree. Our results confirm and extend previous reports on the performance of these methods applied to concatenated data from a rooted, asymmetric four-taxon species tree, and highlight avenues for future work improving the performance of methods aimed at recovering species tree.